Hunt ID:5042-CO-107-MDeerWDeerAntelope-RIBA4RRI-CC1OE-O1NR-Great Mule Deer
You ask where the big Mule Deer Bucks are being taken today. The experts won’t say to keep their
secret a secret, but I will tell you it is on Colorado large fertile western Plains. This outfitters area is
one area that the whitetail isn’t pushing the Mule Deer out and he plans to keep it that way. He gets a
whitetail buck and doe license every year so that if he sees either they are down in an instant.

December Muley Rut season discounted down to only $ 3295, if you don’t have a
license the $2500 voucher can be got for only $ 1500.
This outfitter continues to take big bucks. This property produced a 186 and a
220 Mule Deer Last year and 2 180-190 bucks 3 years ago. Like any bucks of

that size you just must be there to get one and the only guarantee is that you will
see Mule Deer but not the size of course.
Deer and antelope are all private land guided hunts with lodging on the eastern plains. We only take a
handful of deer and elk to keep the quality high. These deer and antelope are older than most but on
the other hand they are also smarter than most as well.
The early season is 10/21-29 when the dryland corn is coming out. This is a time when the deer are
searching for a new hiding place when theses from all summer are being combined. The rut season
12/1-12/14 for Buck Mule Deer have been very good, but since the corn variety is dry land not
irrigated it dries and can be combined earlier. This usually occurs around the time of the Plains Deer
season leaving the deer standing in an empty field when the combine is done.
There are only Mule Deer or what they call “Any Deer” vouchers available at this time. If a voucher is
needed than they usually run between $ 1000 to $ 1500 which is very, very fair. Quality is number 1 so
to keep the mule deer quality high, he only kills 6 mule deer per year. Last year both of the mule deer
bucks taken were 190 plus. If you don’t want to buy a voucher the draw usually requires around 2-3
points each year but tends to move upward like all the draws. These hunts are 3 days and include
guiding with meals and lodging. Additional days $700, most fill in 1 or 2 days.
Hunt the famous Eastern Colorado Plains for record class mule deer, whitetail deer and even
antelope. See why people today say that the monster bucks don’t come from the Colorado Mountains
today the come from the Colorado plains. In addition, if you tag out early or want to come and put
together an A-La-Cart hunt prairie dogs that is also available and added into low hunt. Hunt for,
Doves, Turkey, Coyotes, Bobcats, Prairie Dogs, with 100,000 plus acres to hunt on the famous Eastern
Colorado Plains and hunting available Primordially in GMU107 but in addition some in, GMU097, GMU
098, GMU 100, GMU101, GMU102, GMU109, GMU112, GMU113, GMU114, GMU115 and GMU116.
Since lodging can be difficult to obtain in this vast land with few towns per country mile he even has
lodging available.
With our hunting success rate of 99% it is simple to say if you can shoot you will fill your license. The
weather or other circumstances may prevent you from filling the first day but, as a rule ends before
your hunt ends.
Being able to hunt most of the plains units, we able to use vouchers to get you a very difficult high
points required voucher to allow you to go around the draw and buy a license. Because of the
multitude of units or GMU’s outside of our local GMU107, GMU109, GMU115, and GMU116 we are
very flexible in hunting where the big bucks of the Colorado eastern plans hide during the day light
hours. This flexibility is extremely important when you are hunting large expanses of property in the
GMU’s with a low density of deer and high density of mature bucks in the area. The key to this type of
hunt is to cover a lot of ground in a day. Most of this will be by 4x4 trucks but some will be walking
and stalking previously spotted deer and antelope. If you need landowner voucher s to be able to buy
a license contact us.
Whitetail Hunter Special
If you are a DIY/Semi-guided Whitetail fan I have 3 miles of River bottom full of great whitetail bucks. I
have 1 voucher and private land access for only $1495. IF you need meals and lodging then it is only $75

per day and 5-15 miles from where you will be hunting the whitetail bucks. In addition, you can bring a
non-hunting guest if you wish for free. The lodging and meals discounted deal and be added for them as
well. These hunts have been 100% successful for the last 3 years!

Antelope Special:
Archery DIY to Semi-guided by definition antelope Hunt with limited seats available.
I have 100,000 acres of eastern Colorado plains for Archery Antelope with the over the counter archery
licenses on a private land hunt. Most of it is best for archery from ground blinds so bring your own
ground blinds. DIY to semi-guided hunt because he shows you the water holes, you set up and use your
own ground blind. Semi-guided defined as showing you the antelope also then where your fences are
and you are on your own. Then together you check to see which water hole a given herd is using, and
then you are on your own. Gutting the antelope and hauling it out is the hunter’s responsibility. This
area is an over the counter archery antelope license. The general area is east of Limon Colorado. We
only have a limited number of hunters we will take. Much of the property has never been commercially
hunted before so if you can slip in and set the blind without the antelope seeing you, they are not very
spooky of changes around the water hole. You can also set multi blinds up if you wish, it is all private
land. Usually we see the tracks by the water holes and clean the area with a boot scrape so we can tell
fresh tracks from then on. Does this with a couple of water holes, then go back and set up your blinds at
the holes that show fresh activity. The season runs from August 15th- to September 20th, combine it with
a Morning Dove and Eurasian ring neck Dove hunt if all the dates match.
Antelope Rifle is a little different and has a past of 100% success. This is a drive, glass spot and stalk
hunt on 100,000 plus acres. This is usually a short hunt depending on your shooting skills. The rifle
Antelope Licenses draw out every year except for the does. If you are a front stuffer (Muzzleloader)
buck and doe licenses are left over every year which makes a great hunt. Antelope hunts are guided with
meals and lodging for 2 days for $2500 reduced down to only $1395. You can draw a buck antelope with
only 1 point in GMU107, but if you need a voucher they are usually available for under $ 1000
depending on the rancher that has them.
If a voucher is needed it is discounted down to $ 500 if used with this 2-day hunt.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Eurasian or Collared Doves, plus Mourning Doves Hunts September 1st.
Plan and book now for the hunt of your life time in Eurasian or Collared Doves, outside of Flagler
Colorado. Colorado has some of the largest population of these birds from the Bahama’s and the
Colorado wing shooters have christened them, “the big doves.” This guided hunt with take place by
Flagler, Colorado on September 1. This will be for shooting Eurasian collared doves only because the
morning dove season doesn’t begin until September 1st. You can clean them but must keep them fully
feathered until you get home. The limit is 15 per person. Any shotgun you can handle well will work with
7 ½ shot. They are quick fliers and must be hit harder that the traditions mourning doves.

You are welcome to arrive on 9/31 and check in. There is also area lodging available at a very decent
rate.
Guided Dove Hunt Prices and details
Predator, Varmint and Turkey Hunts for, Coyotes, Bobcats and Prairie Dog hunting options along with
Fall Rifle, Shotgun or Archery Turkey hunts.
Mourning dove and Eurasian dove hunt where you will be able shoot both for a total of 15 birds. Pricing
is the same as above, $100 per day with two or more hunters booking at the same time lowering the
price to only $75 per day per hunter. Also booking two days of hunting lowers the per hunter rate to $
75 per day. Space is limited so get your reservation in early.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SPRING AND FALL Guided Turkey Hunts
Our Spring Turkey hunts are in river bottoms, near grain fields and shelter belts. The Guide can call for
you or you can do the calling yourself. There is no DIY hunting available. The turkey hunting ranchers
and farms are all private property which the standard for eastern Colorado Plains. We are required to
have a guide with you at all times. The guide also knows where the turkeys are in the 100,000+ eastern
Plains which helps immensely.
Our special fall hunt when the turkeys are not answering the call Hunt.
This time of the year in September the hunting is different because they won’t come to you so you must
go to them.
As a rule the only time in the fall that you can do any good with calling is if you spook a herd to scatter
them, then wait and call them all back as they try to reform their flocks. It is not as successful as spring
calling but for the dedicated caller it is an option. Our superior fall hunt id for a deer hunter building his
skills with a rifle for later deer hunting.
Turkey Fall Sniper Hunt
This is stalk hunt where the flock is located then sneak up within range. This sounds like an easy hunt
but on this hunt, you can only shoot Toms just like in the spring. This is the only turkey season when
rifles are allowed on turkeys that rifles, muzzleloaders and handguns are legal for turkey.
A 200-yard shots is not uncommon as the farther away you are from the turkey the better the chances
for a standing turkey shot.
A Tom Turkey at 100 can be a difficult shot because of the small size of their body. Also keep in mind
that they don’t tend to stand in one place very long making your stalking skills very important. Many
hunters want to only take head shots, but that is even more difficult because of the head strutting walk
so we are ok with body shots. The main meat in a wild turkey is a strip of meat along the very inside of
the breast, so it is best to not hit them there.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A Round Trip to The DIA Airport is $ 300 split between the numbers of riders.

LOCATION

We are located in a rural part of eastern Colorado, North East of Limon. We strive to provide a great
and enjoyable experience and help make memories that last a life time. With guaranteed tags and
excellent guide service we pledge to make each hunt a thrilling experience that will far surpass your
expectations.
HUNTING NOTES
All of our hunts are on private land, which you could otherwise not get access to. All of our game
animals are free ranging and fair chase with no high fence hunts.
Early morning and last light are very important times to be out glassing. We pre-scout a large area and
also use trail cameras to get the knowledge as to where the deer travel at night. One thing going for you
is that the cover is in islands or strips of cover, creek and river bottom, wind breaks along with huge CRP
fields. The rut dates for deer and antelope are extremely exciting because a deer can travel 5 miles in
one night when they are in rut. This gives you the true meaning of here today and gone tomorrow. This
is true except for during the rut and severe weather conditions. This is basically a drive and glass until
you spot what you want, and then it is down wind, head down and crawl like a baby.
DRAWING APPLICATION ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Applying for Mule Deer, Whitetail Deer and Antelope Licenses can difficult to apply for correctly. Please
contact us in March to get assistance on applying and to book your hunt so you have a place to hunt
once you draw the license. In GMU107 there is no Adult public hunting land it is 100% Private. This
makes drawing odds better and trophy quality higher in this unit. We have 27,000 acres of hunting
property in GMU107 so we have the property available to match your needs. We have properties in
other units but they are more limited.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MULE DEER
(Archery, muzzleloader or rifle with season from August to mid-December as noted on the license.)
Our eastern plains mule deer seem to develop wider racks than those in the mountains on the average,
perhaps running with wide antler through the corn field is safer then running through the timber in the
mountains, well anyway you will notice the with. The mass has to do with the extended age and feed of
a cultivated crop with the years and year of these bucks being here when it was still kept a secret that
has built the genes that supports wide rack growth. The whitetails are also wide but it is not near as
noticeable in the whitetail deer because they are farm land deer in many locations anyway. You will be
hunting all private property in and adjacent to farm crops on game that has been pre-scouted to make
your time spent as efficient as possible.
Eastern Colorado Mule Deer have long been known for their large size and trophy Antlers. One big
benefit of hunting the plains the standard hunt procedure is to drive a 4x4 vehicle and to glass known
hide outs where the big bucks stay. The deer do not migrate, but the does have an occupied core area or
territory. The bucks have territories also. During most of the year the bucks are alone or in with bachelor
bucks will have a very large core area and tend to be quite spooky. In November as the rut kicks in things
change and the bucks split up and travel to the core areas that each doe herd owns. Knowing where
these does are year around is important when it comes to locating these traveling bucks. During the rut
checking these doe areas will make it much easier to locate the traveling bucks.

Here good glassing skills are very important because you seldom leave the vehicle unless you see,
”brown.” The exception is the areas that you can’t drive to but must walk in to check because of terrain
or the possibility of spooking the herd. This time of year many times the lead do will be the one that
spooks and takes her herd of does and the buck will follow. During the seasons outside of the rut it is
not uncommon for the buck to send the does out as decoys and he slips out the back door. Morning and
evening is the time your most likely to spot the mule deer in the open feeding or chasing. Water is not
an issue because they can live on snow but there are many open cattle watering tanks available year
around. Camouflage can be worn but you must meet Colorado Parks and Wildlife requirements by
having 500 inches of blaze orange, usually a hat and vest on the outside of your clothing while hunting.
Because of the private lands we lease require one of our people to be on the property with the hunter,
archery our guide will watch at a distance. We can and will help you secure a voucher if you didn’t draw
a license by using some we have or contacting us to obtain their assistance in securing a landowner
voucher is needed or even licenses application submittal.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRONGHORN ANTELOPE
Archery Antelope is unlimited and available over the counter.
(Archery, muzzleloader or rifle with season from August to mid-December as noted on the license.)
Many ask, “What is the best way to hunt on the eastern plains for antelope?” I reply,” Successfully.”
The key is to have a lot of property because these speed goats can cover a lot of ground and with it all
being private you must have access to a lot of different rancher’s property to stay with them or locate
them because they will move with their food source. This is a hunt where archery has the most and the
least advantages over the rifle or muzzleloader season. The buck is able to reach the 4-year-old mark
and have good horns and make a terrific mount.
Archery includes a ground blind by a water source. This takes advantage of the knowledge of which
water supply the big buck you spotted is using. Find the buck you want and watch from a distance and
you should be able to pattern them during the hot September weather. All water hole hunting bets are
off if it rains because antelope are always open to drinking out of water puddles. Muzzleloader can be a
ground blind or a spot and stalk. Take knee and elbow pads because with a muzzleloader or even a
modern-day rifle you will need to be able to belly crawl to stay low enough to the ground to not be
captured by their 8-power eyesight.
Antelope are sight creatures although they can pick up human scent from a downwind location at 100
yards. With eyes like 8x binoculars, and legs that propel them up to 65 miles per hour you can bet it is in
your best interest that you see them before they see you. Ranges can be long a 15x15 inch chest is a
mighty small target at 300 yards. Use this as your judge when you are practicing for the hunting trip.
There are some tricks to do when you locate the antelope. In most cases after you locate them then it is
spot and stalks or ambushes them during their travels. Camouflage can be worn but you must meet
Colorado Parks and Wildlife requirements by having 500 inches of blaze orange, usually a hat and vest
on the outside of your clothing while hunting. Each hunter is required to know the Colorado Parks and
Wildlife legal hunting requirements to hunt on these lands with or without our guides. Because of the
private lands we lease require one of our people to be on the property with the hunter, archery our
guide will watch at a distance. We can and will help you secure a voucher if you didn’t draw a license by
using some we have or contacting www.DiscountedHunts.Net to obtain their assistance in securing a
landowner voucher is needed or even licenses application submittal.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DEER AND ANTELOPE DOE HUNTS
We do not provide mule deer doe hunts but for whitetail and antelope we do. These licenses can be
drawn easily on the first draw as a second choice to allow you to get a point and hunt also. The hunts
are usually a 1 day affair but can expand into 2 days if the weather or the animals don’t cooperate.
Guided or non-Guided are the same price. Because of the private lands we lease require one of our
people to be on the property with the hunter, archery our guide will watch at a distance. We can and
will help you secure a voucher if you didn’t draw a license by using some we have or contacting us to
obtain their assistance in securing a landowner voucher is needed or even licenses application submittal.
PRICING FOR DEER AND ANTELOPE DOE HUNTS
1 Day any weapon hunting $ 295 with additional days at $ 100 per day
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PHEASANT HUNTS
(September 1 through February 28th.)
The dry springs across the Midwest has hurt the pheasant hunting across the prime ground from
Colorado to Illinois. Dry May and June hatching times do not allow the recently hatched chicks to find
bugs during the critical first 30-60 days of their life. The bugs are the chick’s food, protein and moisture
required, to get a hold on this world. Without the moisture the rooster that you shoot each fall do not
making past the fuzzy chick stage and the chick survival rate plummet. Three years in a row starts to eat
away at the nesting hen population and that makes recover slow even if we do get spring moisture.
This is true with all upland game birds, quail, pheasant, grouse and even turkeys but to a lower degree.
We have plenty of good cover but no wild birds to fill it. Releasing pen raised pheasants to build the
local wild population just makes the coyotes and hawks fat.
So knowing how important the upland game bird hunting is for dogs and men we provide pheasant,
Chukar and quail raise in specially constructed flight pens that allow them to build their wing strength as
they grow. These birds are available for hunting from September 1st to February 28th. Feel free to bring
your own dogs or hunt without dogs. The bird’s releases are in accordance to the pricing below.
The hunting area is by the lodge so it is easy to make it an overnight stay or put it in with a deer, dove or
turkey hunt. No Colorado Hunting license required. Al l hunts are guided or unguided as you request.
If a dog is requested a dog and handler is $ 250 per day as available.
PRICING FOR PHEASANT HUNT S
Birds are subject to availability
Release of 5 birds $ 95 no hunter maximum
Release of 10 birds $ 175 no hunter maximum
Release of 15 birds $ 250 no hunter maximum
Release of 20 birds $ 320 no hunter maximum
Release of more birds after 20 is $10 per bird no hunter maximum
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MORNING and COLLARED DOVES
(September 1st through September 9 for morning with longer seasons on Eurasian doves as available)

Nothing starts the fall off better than a high dove population group dove hunt. These can be guided,
semi-guided or DIY on private property. You can hunt with a group or just you and a buddy in an area,
just request it accordingly when making reservations. Please bring enough camouflage to cover yourself.
October 1st is the annual opening day but good dove hunting is available for a week before we see large
flocks heading south, it all depends on how cold the night get and how heavy the hunting pressure in an
area. Because of the private lands we lease require one of our people to be on the property with the
hunter, archery our guide will watch at a distance.

PRICING FOR MORNING and COLLARED DOVES
Per day hunt for 1 shooter is $ 100 each
Per day hunt for 2 or more shooters is $ 75
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRAIRIE DOGS
(June 1st- November 1st prairie dog activities are governed by the weather conditions.)
This animal is not a dog but early travelers named them that way because of their alert,” bark” made to
warn of danger. They are actually a rodent in the squirrel family. Hunting them is a long-range shooter
dream because of the small target and the ranges required to catch time standing on their mound
looking as to where the shooting noise is coming from. Hunting is from shooting sticks and even ground
blinds but in accordance to Colorado Parks and Wildlife it cannot be done from a motorized vehicle. This
is excellent practice for hunting and shooting deer and antelope because instead of shooting at paper
you are shooting at something that does not always provide you a good shot and you must shoot quickly
before they go down in their hole for safety from the flying lead. Because of the private lands we lease
require one of our people to be on the property with the hunter, archery our guide will watch at a
distance. Most of the areas do not have a building in sight but for those that do you will be responsible
for the travel of your bullet. That is why we recommend 17 and 22 rimfire and high-power rifles with
high expansion bullets. No (FMJ) Full Metal Jacket or tracer bullets allowed due ricocheting and firing
hazards that accompany them.

PRICING FOR PRAIRIE DOG HUNTS
1 person per day $ 150 each
2 person per day $ 125 each
3 or more person per day $ 100 each
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COYOTE CALLING (November through March)
(Coyotes shooting require a small Game and habitat stamp.)
We have been told that we have the highest coyote population per square mile of anywhere in
Colorado. That is not good unless you are a coyote hunter, which we are.
This is the hunt that separated the men from the boys. The shooting is much like big game, every shot
count and you only get one standing shot… if you are lucky. A miss provides a quickly disappearing
coyote or bobcat with you easy first shot blown my money is on the running coyote or bobcat every
time. Set up usually involves quietly slipping into an area with your guide and his electronic call and
distractor. Two hunters sit back to back so that if the coyote doesn’t swing down win on the way in he is

observed by one or the other hunters. This is best in the morning and evening. Please bring enough
camouflage to cover yourself.
PRICING FOR COYOTE CALLING HUNTS
1 person per day $ 175 each
2 persons per day $ 150 each
3 or more person per day $ 125 each
Pick-up and delivery back to the Denver Airport (DIA) is $ 300 and it will include us taking your animal to
the meat processor since you won’t have a vehicle.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We offer many hunting opportunities from September through February from archery, muzzleloader, to
rifle hunts. Also bird hunting for permit and wild birds as noted above. If you don’t have a license we
have landowner vouchers available so you can by-pass the Colorado Parks and Wildlife. We offer
hunting packages to make you successful and fit your budget. Our packages can include lodging, meals
and guide services. Over the counter licenses are available in Limon or Burlington or Limon about 30
miles from Flagler.
One of our biggest advantages is to hunt multiple animals and birds while on your hunting trip and have
the convenience of a lodge and meals right in the middle of your activities. The time of the year can
make a big difference as to which activities at a given time.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you drew a license your prices are above. If you need a license I will try to get you a Landowner
voucher which depending on the season and the Animal, Mule Deer, Whitetail Deer or Antelope the
voucher can run from $ 1500 to $ 4000 usually. If you can get your own voucher you are encouraged to
do so because they can be difficult to obtain.

Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it,
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling
his bucket list!

